This document proposes the addition of kIRG_KPSource representative glyphs by a font from DPRK source to the CodeCharts, which is missing in current Unicode version, and will complete representative glyphs from all sources.

**Background**

Unlike other sources, very limited DPRK—source ideographs are included in current CodeCharts (8 in the Extension C block, 106 in the CJK Compatibility Ideographs block, 50 in the CJK Compatibility Ideographs Supplement block and 1 in the Extension H block). The difficulty comes from that DPRK has been inactive in Unicode community for more nearly two decades. Recently, we acquire a font from an Android application, namely Okpyon, from DPRK source, which includes all glyphs that has kIRG_KPSource.

After careful examination of the font, we found that the font includes exact the same number of ideographs as in the kIRG_KPSource, and the glyph shape in the font is identical with the ones in CodeCharts, i.e. it is the same font included in the current CodeCharts for DPRK's glyphs. Thus we propose the font to be included in future Unicode CodeCharts as representative glyphs of kIRG_KPSource.

**Proposal**

We propose including the font in the code chart, which will be an improvement to the code charts as it will complete the task of displaying representative glyphs from all sources.

The font is already used for CJK Ext—C, CJK Compatibility Ideographs, CJK Compatibility Ideographs Supplement, and CJK Ext—H block. Thus we propose the font to be included in other blocks, namely CJK Unified Ideographs (URO), CJK Ext—A and CJK Ext—B in future Unicode versions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KP0</th>
<th>KP1</th>
<th>KPU</th>
<th>CodeCharts Coverage (as of Unicode15.0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URO</td>
<td>4652</td>
<td>10359</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3188</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtB</td>
<td></td>
<td>5766</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtC</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtH</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>106</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Supp.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unencoded</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reconstruction of font's mapping

As the order and blocks in the font is different from normal Unicode orders, the glyphs in the font are not a simple mapping to Unicode codepoints. To give a better understand of the font, we will introduce the reconstruction of font's mapping to Unicode here briefly.

1. Layout of Hanja—part in the font

The Hanja—part in the font can be divided into three parts:

The first part is CJK Radical Supplement, there is 1 Hanja as shown in the picture above; (Figure 1)

The second part is CJK Unified Ideographs and CJK Unified Ideographs Extension A, there are 18815 Hanjas, which has a full coverage of all the KP1—characters in BMP except for U+431B(隴) and all the KP0—characters according to Unihan. There are 617 Hanjas(included in the 18815 Hanjas) without a KP—source, and it seems to be out of scope of our reconstruction;

The third part is U+AXXX and Private Use Area. There are 6014 Hanjas(range: U+A000–U+ABFF and U+E000–U+EB7D), including U+431B which is actually mapped to U+E211 in the font, the characters from CJK—ExtB, CJK—ExtC, CJK—Comp, CJK—Comp Supplement, and the characters unincluded in Unicode. These characters are all from KP1. And there are also some characters(not necessarily Hanja) in PUA after U+EB7E, but these are also useless for our reconstruction. The sketch maps of the Hanjas from the second and the third part will be shown below. (Figures 2–4)
As can be seen from the foregoing, there are $1 + (18815 - 617) + 6014 = 24213$ Hanjas;

In KPS10721:2000, the first codepoint is 0x3400, and the last one is 0x9294. There are $0x9294 - 0x3400 + 1 = 24213$ Hanjas.

According to Unihan, there are 4736 "holes" (codepoints are not continuous) in KP1. Meanwhile, there are 4653 Hanjas in KP0. If these Hanjas are filled into KP1, there will be $4736 - 4653 = 83$ holes left;

For the Hanjas mapped to U+AXXX and PUA, 106 of them are encoded in CJK–Comp, 1 of them is encoded in CJK–ExtA, 5766 of them are encoded in CJK–ExtB, 8 of them are encoded in CJK–ExtC, 49 of them are encoded in CJK–Comp Supplement,
1 of them is encoded in CJK–ExtH. So there should be 6014–106–1–5766–8–49–1=83 holes left;

There are 94 characters in IRGN897, and 13 of them are later encoded to CJK–ExtC or horizontally extended to CJK–ExtA or CJK–ExtB. And there are also 2 characters withdrawn from the initial proposal of DPRK–Comp Characters(KP1–441D and KP1–510B, see WG2 N2573 for reference). IRGN897 came after that so these 2 characters was certainly not included in. So there should be 94–13+2=83 holes.

All the numbers listed above can match up, which shows the credibility of the font.

2. Procedure of the reconstruction

After knowing the credibility of the font, and we are able to conjecture that all the KP0–Hanjas are included in KP1 by the number of the holes, we can start doing the reconstruction.

First, we can easily discover that the Hanjas in KP1 are sorted by the radical and the residual strokes. When both the radical and the RS are same, the Hanjas are sorted by the Korean pronunciation(DPRK–Order). For example: (Radical Grass+6, 0x6D82–0x6DC5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanja</th>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>RS</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茗江  
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茴 
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茗門  
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茗田  
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茗嘗  
| 茗 | 草 | 6 | 茗意  
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Then we can do the filling for all the KP0–Hanjas.

Several known issues

1. About U+249D6(玹)

There is no glyph for this Hanja but U+746F(玹) appears twice. It seems to be a mapping issue which led to a glyph mistake. See below:
According to Unihan, KP1-594E should be U+249D6 (.SubItems), but according to its pronunciation, it should be mapped to KP1-5961; According to Unihan, KP1-596F should be U+249E8 (.SubItems), but there is not a same glyph in the font, we only have two "瑯" and a "瑯". While the glyph "瑯" refers to KP0-D7D7, we can conjecture that the glyph "瑯" is mapped to KP1-596F and U+249E8 for the cognition, but according to the RS, "瑯" seems to be more appropriate to be mapped to KP1-594E while "瑯" to KP1-596F.

2. Mapping issues

We discovered some mapping issues when doing the reconstruction. Some of them are completely wrong, and the rest of them are cognate to the current mappings but there are probably some better mappings. And we will divide these Hanjas into two parts to illustrate.

2.1. Wrong mappings

KP1-50FB (堧) is now mapped to U+23CD9 (堧), but they are completely different. From the pronunciation, we could know that the glyph is not wrong but the mapping is wrong, because U+23CD9 (堧) is read as 소. So it should be fixed to U+23CC0;

KP1-5B5D (璥) is now mapped to U+24D6A (璥), but they are completely different. From the pronunciation, we could know that the glyph is not wrong but the mapping is wrong, because U+24D6A (璥) is a character used for a person's name in Taiwan or a Chữ Nôm in Việt Nam, its pseudo—Korean—pronunciation should be 소 or 조. So it should be fixed to U+3F94;

KP1-7EF4 (酦) is now mapped to U+9166 (酦), but they are completely different. Although the pronunciation for "酦" and "酦" are both 발, firstly, from the two Hanjas illustrated before, it is more likely to be a mapping issue but not a glyph issue; secondly, "酦" is the simplified form of "酦" in the Mainland of China, it is unlikely to be used in DPRK, while "酦" is a traditional character without being simplified anywhere. So it should be fixed to U+48EE.

2.2. Suboptimal mappings
Some Hanjas are encoded separately with the different actual shape in Unicode, but they are cognate. For example, KP1–4A00（曚） is now mapped to U+66DA（曚），while its glyph is more close to U+232E1. But we cannot say it is wrong due to the cognition. They should probably be unified under the current unification rules. For these characters, we maintain a list of them in other sources[1]. (Remark: The table lists all the mapping issues regardless of whether it is a wrong mapping or a suboptimal mapping.

For KP1–5450 and KP1–8346, they have a similar case as "郷" mentioned before, whose current mapping is not the best but the best mapping has already been occupied by another Hanja.)

(End of document)
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